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VTX-240

SPECIFICATIONS
Working height: 24,0 m
Outreach: at a 0° slope 12,5 / 10,7 / 9,0 / 8,3 m
Platform capacity: 80 / 120 / 200 / 220 kg
GVW: 3500 kg
Flyboom: -
Wheelbase: 4325 mm
Insulation: 0 kV

Subject to change without notice

3,5 tMercedes-Benz Sprinter 313 CDi

DEMO (#9324)

REACH DIAGRAM

FEATURES
Lift: PTO driven hydraulic pump system. Extendable H-frame outriggers (2 
pairs) with LED flashes and footplates. End mounted aluminium platform 
(1400 x 700 x 1100 mm) with door, anti-slip floor, 2 x 90° platform rotator, 
230V outlet and LED flash. FPC: Full Proportional CANbus controls with auto 
setup and packing. Load sensor. Emergency hand pump. Aluminium rear 
platform.
Vehicle: Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 313 CDi. 129 BHP diesel engine. 6 speed 
manual transmission. Euro 5B. CD/Radio. Electric windows. “Arctic white”.

REQUEST A QUOTE
+45 9863 2433 or sales@TIMEintl.dk

Reach at 80 / 120 / 200 / 220 kg platform load at a 0° slope

1 / 1° max slope  

With its two 3-stage telescopic booms, the VTX-240 can reach up and over obstacles - 
and the perfectly vertical lower boom will allow you to park right next to buildings.
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Extendable H-frame outriggers with auto levelling in wide or narrow jacking

Perfectly vertical lower boom and horizontal upper boom. Flexible knuckle

6 cm ground clearance of platform for close access to the ground, flat rooftops etc.

Aluminium rear platform with steps to the platform

2 x 90° platform rotation. 420° non continuous turret rotation

FPC: Full Proportional CANbus controls with auto setup and packing

SELECTED FEATURES

VTX-240
3,5 tMercedes-Benz Sprinter 313 CDi 

DEMO (#9324)

With its two 3-stage telescopic booms, the VTX-240 can reach up and over obstacles - 
and the perfectly vertical lower boom will allow you to park right next to buildings.


